For Serious Car Care
Automotive detailing is only as good as the products you use and proper drying is an important step in the process. Automobile enthusiasts have trusted The Absorber® brand of drying products for over 35 years.

Quality and performance above the rest.

The Absorber is vastly superior to a terrycloth towel and leather chamois. Its uniform, sponge-like pore structure enhances capillary attraction, allowing the Absorber to dry everything faster and easier than any other drying product. Often imitated and never duplicated, its proprietary manufacturing process ensures that there is no other drying product quite like the Absorber.

Don’t just take our word for it:
Protects your paint.

Water contains trace amounts of minerals like calcium, iron and salt, and other pollutants. When water evaporates from your vehicle's surface, these contaminants are left behind to bake into the surface. The longer they sit, the more they bond and eat away at the clear coat. What was once a water spot will eventually become water etching. The Absorber's superior drying ability protects your vehicle's finish from water's assault.

Available in 3 convenient sizes and an assortment of colors.

- 29 in. x 18 in.  
  3.63 Sq. ft.
- 27 in. x 17 in.  
  3.19 Sq. ft.
- 17 in. x 13 in.  
  1.6 Sq. ft.

Textured surface area gives you XL drying power, letting you tackle big drying jobs in less time.

With proper care, the Absorber lasts for years and can be stored wet in its convenient tube.

- Machine washable
- Resistant to mold and mildew
- Super absorbent
- Wrings easily
- Safe on all surfaces
We offer best in class products that take the guessing game out of product selection.

Microfiber: A real standout.

With fibers as small as 1/30th the size of cotton fibers, our Dash Gear leaves all other interior microfiber towels in the dust. Lifts and traps dirt like a magnet without the use of harsh chemicals and stores perfectly in your vehicle’s console.

12in. x 12in.
Lint-free • Machine Washable

A one-step quick-detailer in a class of its own.

The Glosser®, a patented pre-moistened disposable microfiber cloth, gives you the power of "showroom shine" with the wipe of a hand. Comprised of two outer layers that clean and an inner layer of wax, it is uniquely manufactured to lift dust and dirt without scratching and leaves a protective wax coating all in one stroke. The Glosser is safe for all finishes and is great for extending the time between traditional wash and wax jobs.

5 Towels Per Package - Each towel 25in. x 13in.
No water required • Resealable packaging
Buffing won't be the chore it once was.

Made of soft viscose fibers and attachable to any 3/8in. drill, our Buffing Ball is a must-have for professional polishing results. Designed for use on: chrome, aluminum, motorcycles, pipes, hardware, and headlights.

3in. Diameter • Won’t tear or overheat
Lasts longer than foam buffers

A difference you can feel.

Car enthusiasts know wash mitts are the best way to wash your vehicle, but not all wash mitts are the same. At CleanTools we designed a wash mitt made with a proprietary blend of material capable of holding more soap and water, reducing the amount of dips into the soap bucket. Its unparalleled deep pile protects your vehicle from scratches and swirls.

The matte paint miracle.

As vehicle wraps, matte and plasti-dip paint finishes become increasingly popular, so does the need for a washing tool that won’t drag or leave lint on these special paint surfaces.

DipRagz™ holds more soap and water than traditional wash mitts and is designed to glide effortlessly across any paint finish.

See DipRagz™ in action:
Quality • Customer Satisfaction
Integrity • Community

Since CleanTools' inception over 40 years ago, as a family owned business, we know that our success is hinged on our commitment to: Quality, Customer Satisfaction, Integrity and Community.

We pride ourselves on offering the very best products in quality and performance in their class with the best value and service. We strive to understand the needs of our customers, both consumers and distribution partners, and are in continuous pursuit of meeting or exceeding their expectations.

In everything we do, we endeavor to be honest, ethical and fair, leading by example and concentrating to do the right thing every time. Because of our values and strong family foundation we actively engage, serve and give back to our communities.